NOTICE

The classes for X and XII of Jamia Schools shall commence from the 6th Jan., 2020. The pre-board exams. shall be held as per schedule i.e. from the 13th Jan., 2020.

The schedule of teaching for rest of the classes shall be notified later on.

(A.P. Siddiqui) IPS
Registrar

Copy to:
1. PVC, JMI.
2. The Hony. Directors(Morning/ Evening Shift)
3. The Heads of all Jamia Schools (JSSS/SAHSSS(S/F)/JGSSS/JMS/MFNS/BMC)
4. The Provost (Schools), JMI
5. Secretary to the VC, JMI
6. The AR(Registrar Sectt.)
7. Controller of Examinations, JMI
8. Hony. Director- CIT- with a request to upload on Jamia Website for wide Circulation.